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Introduction – writing about women in Chinese
learned culture: complexities and ambiguities
One of the more common stereotypes about women in Chinese history is that they were ‘victims’ of
tradition, or Confucian patriarchy. The problem with such labelling is that it denies the complexity of the
ideological and cultural forces that shaped learned culture in China and women's place therein at
various points in time. To be sure, the official Chinese historical record itself does not proffer much
textual evidence about women except, as the dynastic histories indicate, their role as troublemakers:
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/doi/10.1111/14680424.12049/
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‘seductive or menacing figures who usurp power from legitimate male rulers or corrupt vulnerable
young emperors’.1 Moreover, it seems evident that from earliest times, according to both
archaeological and inscriptional data, the political and economic status of most women in Neolithic and
Shang China ( c .1600–1045 BCE ), as represented in burial practices and religious testimonies, was
inferior to that of most men.2 Nevertheless, such documentation does not seal the historical fate of
women's access to the Chinese learned world. The historical record indicates a much more complex
and ambiguous situation.
It should be noted that both men and women had restricted access to the principal written medium,
wenyan , also known as ‘classical Chinese’, which emerged around the fourth and third centuries
3
BCE . Only those individuals who could read and write in this difficult language had a way into the
learned world. Classical Chinese is extremely concise and compact – the language makes extensive
use of literary and cultural allusions which often only an educated person might comprehend. It is
impossible to say exactly what percentage of the Chinese population was literate at this time. But given
the difficulties of recording on the earliest writing materials of bamboo and silk, it is safe to say that until
the invention of paper sometime around the first century of the Common Era, very few men and even
fewer women could read and write.4
Thus, learned culture in the early imperial era concerned a small minority of men and women. Among
these literate and erudite women were aristocratic ladies at court, including imperial consorts and
empress dowagers, who became wellknown for their patronage of scholarship and literature.5
Examples of women embracing learned culture during the Han dynasty (206 BCE– 220 CE ) were
Empress Dou (d.135 BCE ), a proponent of Daoist ideas, and Empress Dowager Liang (d.150 CE ). The
latter was recognised for her support of those women who contributed to scholarship on the Confucian
Classics, including the Book of History (Shangshu) and the Record of Ritual (Liji). Unfortunately, the
bulk of the written works produced by Han dynasty women has not survived except for a few poems.6
One of the bestknown women belonging to this tiny literati elite was the female scholar Ban Zhao
( c .48– c .118 CE) who was a member of a prominent family.7 She was an accomplished historian,
contributing to the compilation of the Hanshu (Books of the Han), the second of the official dynastic
histories. As the daughter of an important official, Ban Biao, and the sister of another, Ban Gu (both of
whom were involved in the Hanshu project), Ban Zhao had entrée to the imperial court where she
gained fame as a tutor to the attending ladies of the Inner Palace. When her brother suddenly died,
she took over the composition of several sections of the Hanshu .8 Another accomplishment of Ban
Zhao was her annotations to Liu Xiang's (77–6 BCE ) Biographies of Exemplary Women (Lienü zhuan),
consisting of 125 life stories that were categorised in accordance with respectable conduct and
personality.9 She also composed a wellknown moral tract for women, Nüjie (Precepts for My
Daughters) which was full of quotations from Confucius and the Classics; it offered advice to young
brides from elite families on how to behave toward their husbands and inlaws.10
Over the centuries, this particular text by Ban Zhao, which in effect did pay attention to the education of
women, came to be interpreted ‘as an injunction to demure and submissive conduct,’ and a tool for
propagating selfsacrificing patrilineal values and thus oppressing women.11 As the modern Han
specialist Bret Hinsch advises, Nüjie should be understood as a guide to living what was then
considered ‘the good life’, a primer of moral values for those persons seeking admiration and prestige.
It would seem Liu Xiang's Biographies of Exemplary Women met a similar fate. Even though Liu's
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compilation offered many portraits highlighting female wisdom, prescience and women's capacity for
educating the young, later readings of the same text tended to emphasise those sections where the
qualities of chastity, filiality and motherhood were central.12 Moreover, beginning in the nineteenth
century, many European and North American observers read such texts in the same way. They
considered Nüjie and many similar didactic works on women's ideal behaviour as evidence of an age
old belief (emphasis added) that women's learning in imperial China was restricted to the training in
practical household skills and the acquisition of moral qualities (deference, diligence, selfsacrifice).13
Delineating the role of learned women during the twothousandyear history of imperial China is an
intricate process, not only because of this kind of stereotyping but also because education for girls and
women did prove a useful vehicle for the promotion of patrilineal ideals.14 This article will demonstrate
those patterns of women's discrimination/participation in learned culture posed by Judith Zinsser in her
introduction to this forum.15 It will, on the one hand, show how female access to education in imperial
China further promoted the male monopoly of intellectual authority, and on the other hand, reveal how
women's influence in elite culture generated male appreciation and support of women's writing and
publishing during the last two imperial dynasties – the Ming (1368–1644 CE ) and Qing (1644–
1911 CE ). Finally, this article will expose how twentiethcentury Chinese intellectual and political
ideologies helped erase the achievements of the imperial era.

Increasing and diminishing opportunities for girls and
women
Literacy in imperial China for both men and women must have increased with the invention of printing
sometime around the eighth century. With the first use of paper and then the institutionalisation of
block printing in the ninth century, books became more available to greater numbers of people. The
first women to benefit from these changes were those who served at court in the imperial harem.16
Because every woman who shared the ruler's bed might conceivably one day be called upon to rule
the realm as the regent for an infant son, it was essential she was literate. Most of the women in the
imperial harem were drawn from elite families and had had a literary education at home. During the
Tang dynasty (618–907 CE ) a few exceptional women, including courtesans and Daoist nuns,
achieved literary fame.17
The education of women in the home took on greater significance once the examination system was
institutionalised in Chinese life. The exam system was a series of tests based on the Confucian canon
and designed to recruit officials into the Chinese government bureaucracy; the preparation for and the
participation in the exams dominated intellectual life throughout the last one thousand years of imperial
China.18 The first instance when the examination system was put into practice occurred during the
reign of a woman empress, Wu Zetian (625–705) in the seventh century CE .19 But it would take some
300 years before it was fully implemented during the Song dynasty (960–1279). By then the
examination system consisted of three different levels – local, provincial, imperial palace – and had
become fiercely competitive. Not only were women excluded from participation in the exam system, but
also from employment in the civil service bureaucracy and involvement in public affairs.
But this does not mean the exam system had no significance for women. In many households, women
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had the responsibility for the early education of their sons. Thus, among the elite, the choice of a
marriage partner by a bridegroom's family would take into consideration a potential bride's level of
literacy. In upperclass homes, girls began their education with the same basic texts as their brothers,
studying the Analects and the Canon of Filial Piety in order to learn to read and write Chinese
characters and to acquire the basic tenets of Confucian thought.20 For the girl's family, this instruction
would enable them to make a good marriage for their daughter – at around age ten, the girl's parents
would arrange a suitable partner for her, preferably someone with the potential to obtain a civil service
degree and thereafter governmental office. Once the engagement was made, usually to a boy not
older than ten or eleven years, most families did not care so much any more about the young lady's
classical education.21 Now her practical learning became more important. Knowing how to keep a
household in good order and cope with all the tasks related to it – preparing food and beverages,
serving, cleaning and washing, birthing and caring for children, rearing silkworms and reeling silk,
spinning, weaving, embroidery and sewing – ranked higher in the minds of future inlaws than literacy.
At the time of the marriage ceremony, the bride was probably around sixteen or seventeen years old
and the groom approximately the same age. The coming of the examination system also affected
women's literary life in another way. The prestige of the exams stimulated production in the printing
industry, and with the wider availability of books and the creation of more schools and academies,
more male scholars had the opportunity to study the Confucian canon more closely.22 The result was a
reinterpretation of the Confucian tradition during the Song dynasty, what came to be known as Neo
Confucianism. Whereas earlier versions of Confucianism had stressed the intellectual dynamics of this
tradition, ‘NeoConfucianism put more weight on the adherence to proper ritual forms in one's daily life.
With some exaggeration, one might even call NeoConfucianism a Protestant, even a puritanical
variant of Confucianism’.23 NeoConfucianism, with its emphasis on the conspicuous display of
orthodoxy and proper ritual behaviour, meant the imposition of increasingly strict rules for women.24
For example, NeoConfucian patriarchs condemned widow remarriage and placed a particularly high
value on women's chastity. They also criticised the widespread practice of instructing girls in the writing
of poetry. It is worth noting that the two bestknown woman poets of the Song dynasty, Li Qingzhao
(1084– c .1115) and Zhu Shuzen (?–?), were active in the first half of the twelfth century
NeoConfucianism became dominant in elite circles.25

CE

before

By the thirteenth century, if girls and women were to continue their education beyond puberty and
marriage, then reading was confined to moral tracts and the collection of biographies of exemplary
women.26 They were prohibited from studying the major Classics (which boys learned for the exam
system) and writing poetry.27 This situation continued for some 400 years, until the late sixteenth
century, when an expanding economy facilitated another boom in publishing, and when new ways of
thinking about the role of ‘feeling’ ( qing ) in philosophical and moral discourses affected the literary
world and women's writing.28 Scholars of modern China consider the period from approximately 1580–
1640, also known as the late Ming era, the ‘first high tide of women's literature’ during which time we
see the emergence of new ideals of female talent in literati households.29

Women in the literary world of late Ming China:
freedoms and constraints
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Urban print culture by the early seventeenth century catered to an audience that featured women
readers of fiction and drama as well as didactic literature.30 Upperclass women were voracious book
consumers in the print culture of the late Ming. They read medical handbooks that gave advice on
pregnancy and childrearing, cookbooks, guides to letterwriting, household management and religious
texts. Despite the strictures of NeoConfucianism, women also composed texts and wrote poetry. We
know from a significant number of extant collections of writings by female authors that there was an
extraordinary increase in women poets in this period.31 These women had benefited from the
expansion of the printing industry that produced numerous lavishly illustrated moral tracts on wifely
virtues and collections of biographies of exemplary women, texts that enabled them to read and
increase their knowledge of Chinese characters.32 Groups of twenty to thirty women might gather to
discuss these works in ‘clubs’ much like those favoured by male literati.33 Publishers also targeted a
relatively lowbrow audience: young women of commoner families might also learn to read with these
illustrated didactic works. Thus, now it would seem that a broader female public had the opportunity
both to learn to read and write, and also to absorb the importance of their roles as exemplars of virtue
and moral instructresses.
The great commercial revolution of the seventeenth century provoked radical new currents in
Confucian thought, stressing the significance of the individual mind as the source of all good and all
knowledge, and affirming that all individuals could potentially become sages; these new currents
contributed to women's access to learned culture.34 This change in thinking also provided arguments to
defend marginal forms of literature such as drama and fiction, folksongs and even poetry written by
women.35 The ‘new thinking’ in search of the ‘knowledge of the good’ sought expressions of pure
feeling ( qing ) outside the public sphere of officialdom and examinations, which included the writings of
courtesans who flourished in China's richest region, Jiangnan, in the cities of Hangzhou, Suzhou or
Nanjing.36 These women distinguished themselves by their artistic and literary accomplishments,
including calligraphy, painting and poetry, and came to represent the embodiment of qing – male
admirers observed the connection between the marginality of the late Ming courtesan and her
elevation as the symbol of refinement, high culture and freedom.37 But by far the greatest number of
writing women of this period came from elite families.38 Their poetry, and sometimes their song lyrics
and letters, appeared in anthologies edited by men, usually a male relative who saw the value of their
writing as a direct expression of emotion, free from convention and artifice, and thus indicative of this
new thinking.39
Nevertheless, despite the popular rhetoric praising their spontaneous expression of untrammelled
emotion, women poets knew that they still had to be very circumspect.40 It was not ‘decent’ for a
woman to express something that might impinge on her ‘virtue’. Although the writing of poetry was as
much of a social activity for women as it was for men, women exchanged poetry primarily with other
women, either within the family circle or within a larger local or regional network of female friends.41
Moreover, as a rule, they limited their writings to a rather narrow range of subjects and emotions –
aware, no doubt, of the social and conventional boundaries that defined their activities. On the other
hand, as modern scholars researching the gendered production of women's writings have recently
underlined, the permeability of those boundaries did allow women during the late Ming to serve as
editors and compilers of literary anthologies, and thus to move into nonkinrelated space and even
into positions of authority.42
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The ‘first high tide’ of women's writing and publishing came to a close during the last quarter of the
seventeenth century when Chinese male intellectuals in contemplation of the causes of the fall of the
Ming dynasty to the Manchus ( c .1644), reached the conclusion that late Ming era liberalism and
‘loose morals’ were the primary cause of the debacle.43 In response, they returned to the old
‘puritanical’ tenets of NeoConfucianism, and attempted to increase the restrictions they imposed on
women.44 In concrete terms, these tendencies were manifested in three phenomena endorsed by the
Manchu Qing dynasty. These include: a state cult promoting women's virtue, especially virtuous
widows; an explosion of literature endorsing ‘family values’; and not least, critical discussion about
women's place in the learned world.45 The rest of this article focuses on this last development.

Debates about women in the learned culture of
eighteenthcentury China
The last major seventeenthcentury anthology of women's literature was published in 1690, and it
would take some eighty years before the next anthology appeared in 1773.46 Nevertheless, there is no
evidence that the literacy rate of elite women was negatively affected by the developments mentioned
above, and in fact, ‘they probably continued to write very much as they had done before’.47 The Qing
authorities did not discourage girls and young women from acquiring a certain competence in reading
and writing, and they received formal instruction from didactic books specially composed for them. For
example, the male scholar Lan Dingyuan compiled Lessons for Girls (Nüxue; preface 1712–13) which
became a popular textbook.48 It was arranged in four chapters, enriched with quotations from earlier
works that prescribed attributes all women should cultivate: womanly virtue ( de ), womanly speech
( yan ), womanly appearance ( rong ), and womanly work ( gong ). While the young female reader
learned how to read and write Chinese characters, she also absorbed the Confucian values of what it
meant to be a good wife. Lan prefaced his textbook: ‘The basis of the government of the empire lies in
the habits of the people. The correctness of the habits of the people depends upon the orderly
management of the family. The Way ( dao ) for the orderly management of the family begins with
women’.49
Thus, education for girls was to make them ‘wise wives [and mothers]’, but some young women,
usually from the highest level of the elite, pursued literary education beyond this textbook training, and
undertook classical learning ( xue ) with the aim of becoming cultured ( wen ).50 To achieve this level,
they studied the Classics and dynastic histories either with female relatives and friends or with private
female instructors in their homes. The most successful of these women could demonstrate their
intellectual prowess with elegant verse, as numerous literary anthologies of the period attest. As Susan
Mann has observed, the eighteenthcentury publication craze for women's didactic literature had a
‘paradoxical effect’: on the one hand, it produced women wellschooled in the ideal of ‘womanly
virtues’, and on the other hand, it led to a rising interest in female literacy and education, since
marriageable young women had to have knowledge of all the right books.51
In the last quarter of the eighteenth century, the publication of women's writings began to gain
momentum, a trend which was to last to the midnineteenth century. One can refer to this period as the
‘second high tide of women's literature’.52 This era differed from that of the previous centuries in
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several ways. First, the participants in this new wave of publishing were almost exclusively elite
women. No longer did courtesans or the occasional religious nun play a part in the literary scene. In
fact, one may argue the writings of Qing women convey an almost unanimous disdain for the
courtesans’ arts and culture.53 Second, women writers in this period distinguished themselves from
their predecessors in the genres in which they expressed themselves: not only did they write poetry;
they also branched out into narrative and drama, travel writing and even critical discourse about
femaleauthored poetry.54 Some women even compiled anthologies. In sheer numbers, the amount of
writing authored by women increased significantly, we know of some 240 published Ming women
authors but over 3,500 born in the Qing era.55
The opportunities for and the changes in women's writing may be linked to other developments. By the
middle of the eighteenth century, Chinese intellectual life had become dominated by ‘evidential
research’, a scholarly methodology which involved the search for philological and historical evidence to
validate and authenticate ancient texts, and which put emphasis on the discovery of concrete facts,
verifiable institutions, ancient natural studies and historical events as opposed to abstract ideas and a
priori rational argumentation.56 This research movement revived intellectuals’ interest in works long
neglected in Chinese scholarship, including studies of astronomy, mathematics and geography. It also
drew attention to the role of prominent female intellectuals in times past.
It was in such a milieu of ‘classical revival’ that male scholars rediscovered numbers of female teachers
and intellectuals of the past. One of the most important philosophers of this time Zhang Xuecheng
(1738–1801) wrote a history of ‘women's learning’ in Chinese culture based entirely on his own study
of the ancient classics.57 This wellresearched essay presented detailed evidence of what he called a
lost heritage of female erudition. He recalled the achievements of numbers of female intellectuals and
their writings, including Ban Zhao. Nevertheless, despite Zhang's admiration for and genuine interest in
women's accomplishments, his agenda was entirely different. As Idema and Grant write:
His essay asserts that the public domain was the preserve of men, and strongly
disapproved of the entry of women into this arena through the publication of their writings.
In his view, the sole purpose of women's poetry was to give expression to the ‘wifely way’.
This is not to say that Zhang Xuecheng believed that men and women had different kinds
of intelligence, or that men were necessarily more intelligent than women. If a woman
really had talent, he wrote, she should develop it to the full, as long as she adhered to her
womanly, domestic duties and remained within her proper sphere of activity. He was
concerned, however, that less talented women might publicly make fools of themselves. In
his opinion, it was much better for a woman to remain illiterate than to risk making a show
of her ignorance. Apparently Zhang Xuecheng did not think much of the published poetry
of contemporary women poets.58

But Zhang's views were not universally accepted and in his lifetime his ideas provoked a querelle des
femmes – a debate about women: where was the proper place for women's voices?59 Not everyone
supposed women should be confined to their own quarters. There are plenty of examples of writings
by elite literati wives, daughters and sisters (socalled guixiu , or ‘cultivated ladies’) which demonstrate
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their capacities as masters of high culture, their existence being valued as human beings by their
erudite husbands, fathers and brothers, and the appreciation of their erudition in their own times.60
There are also examples of women scholars who crossed the intellectual boundary beyond home and
the learned world of evidential research. Recent studies have revealed those eighteenthcentury
women who achieved fame as historians, also a mathematician/astronomer and an optics expert.61 Of
this group, perhaps one of the most famous was the writerpoetclassicist Wang Zhaoyuan (1763–
1851) whose brilliant linguistic and epigraphic studies of the Chinese language became wellknown all
over the empire.62
Wang Zhaoyuan was the only child of two teachers who lived in a relatively isolated community on the
northern side of the Shandong peninsula, an area far away from China's great intellectual centres such
as Beijing or the Jiangnan region.63 Her father died when she was five years old, and her mother
supported Zhaoyuan and herself by her earnings as a teacher. Zhaoyuan learned literary skills from
her mother, and by the age of fourteen, she could read and write, practise embroidery and calligraphy
and had begun to study the Classics and dynastic histories. She also followed her mother's example,
becoming a teacher and serving in wealthy gentry homes as an instructor to young girls.
At the age of twentyfour, she met her future husband Hao Yixing, a widower who had employed her in
his home to teach his daughters. This was a love match, and we know from the poetry that Zhaoyuan
wrote with her husband on the eve of their marriage that they were not ashamed of their passion for
each other. The Hao–Wang union was a companionate marriage, one that involved intellectual
sharing.64 Hao Yixing became a successful academic, passing all the stages in the exam system, and
achieved a reputation as a fine scholar. He was dazzled by Zhaoyuan's talents and encouraged her to
utilise her linguistic knowledge and engage in evidential research. At first she joined her husband in a
number of projects in which he worked with a number of wellknown scholars, but around 1805 she
started her own linguistic and epigraphic studies. She wrote several commentaries on ancient works, of
which the best known is her annotated edition to the ancient classic compilation Biographies of
Women .65 Her remarks and explanations for this collection reveal her affinity with contemporary
linguistic controversies and her superior knowledge of early Chinese texts. A number of wellknown
male scholars wrote prefaces to her study and during the early decades of the nineteenth century
Zhaoyuan's prowess as an evidential research scholar spread throughout the empire.
This appreciation of Wang Zhaoyuan's work by leading male intellectuals demonstrates that by the
early nineteenth century it was possible for an exceptional woman to gain acceptance within Chinese
learned culture. Zhaoyuan's classical knowledge and kaozheng skills allowed her to assert in public
space her authority as a cainü (talented woman). According to Ellen Widmer, the early nineteenth
century in China represents a resurgence of some trends present during the ‘first high tide of women's
literature’ when women's literary culture had taken on a ‘more public face … as seen in the kind of
contact between women and male mentors’.66 Widmer cites two contemporary developments that
altered the context of women's forays into learned culture: commercialism and didacticism.67
Zhaoyuan's edition of the Biographies of Exemplary Women was popular, and attracted commercial
interest. Widmer holds such print market interest in women's literary production responsible for ‘fuelling
the increase in energy, quality, and complexity of women's writings at the time’ – tendencies that
distinguished earlier achievements of writing and reading women in the seventeenth century.68 In sum,
what Widmer perceives is a new phenomenon: ‘widely circulating works earmarked for a virtueminded
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female reading public (whether true guixiu or mere aspirants to that category)’.69 In other words, a
more developed commercial publishing network in the nineteenth century reached more women
readers seeking the accoutrements of cultivated status.
After the death of her husband in 1825, Zhaoyuan spent the rest of her life preserving and arranging
her spouse's many research notes, papers and unpublished manuscripts. With the help of a number of
her husband's colleagues, she oversaw the preparation of his writings, as well as most of her own, for
publication. Later, her grandson finalised this groundwork and arranged for the printing of the couple's
entire oeuvre in a multivolume compilation, published in 1879. Even after her death in 1851,
Zhaoyuan's reputation lived on. In 1883, the then reigning emperor issued an edict expressing his
admiration for her erudition and her contributions to scholarship, and commanded that part of her
poetry and her commentary on the Biographies of Exemplary Women be included in a special
scholars’ library in the imperial palace.

Concluding remarks: connecting Wang Zhaoyuan to
the fate of learned women's reputation in the twentieth
century
Interestingly, it was only in the early twentieth century, when Chinese intellectuals began their project
to reevaluate their history and to reassess their literary traditions, that Wang Zhaoyuan fell from
grace. Despite her obvious contributions to evidential research and the recognition she achieved in her
lifetime and for decades thereafter, her involvement in this intellectual movement was entirely absent in
the bestknown history of this methodology, ‘Intellectual Trends in the Qing Period’, authored by the
leading reform thinker Liang Qichao (1873–1929). He gave recognition only to Wang's husband for his
studies and publications.70 Liang Qichao was not alone in his efforts to devalue the authority and
privileged state of literate women in imperial China. Fellow reformers, as well a number of overseas
female students, took part in the process of reassessing the function of female authors in the past and
diminishing their achievements.71 To Liang Qichao and other members of his literary cohort, the
writings of these women symbolised what was contemptible about the traditional patriarchal context
from which they emerged: prostitution, concubinage and cloistered wifehood.72
During the second decade of the twentieth century, when China confronted its own past in a cultural
movement known as the May Fourth–New Culture period (1915–27), intellectuals added new stimuli to
this debasement of Chinese women's literary heritage influenced by everincreasing nationalist
sentiment. Consequently, they canonised all Chinese women as ‘victims’.73 In their quest to dissociate
the past from the present, and to enhance their own ‘pathbreaking’ ideas, they devalued, even to the
point of oblivion, what ‘talented women’ of the imperial era had indeed accomplished.74 And even when
May Fourth intellectuals did examine the record of Ming and Qing women writers, they were unable to
see or to articulate the complex relations between men and women, modern and classical, literature
and national politics.75 Nevertheless, a small group of people, both men and women, who, despite the
cultural iconoclasm of the May Fourth era, considered women's writings integral to China's cultural
heritage, pursued their collection, redaction and republication. One of China's greatest male historians
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/doi/10.1111/14680424.12049/
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of the twentieth century, Chen Yinke (1890–1969) devoted much of his talent to this rehabilitation
process.76
Another formidable impediment to redressing and preserving the record of female writing
achievements was the political agenda of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and its portrayal of all
women as ‘victims’. Because this organisation claimed the credit for the ‘liberation’ of women, the
Party and its sympathisers ‘for a long time perpetuated the stark view of China's past as a perennial
dark age for women’.77 It was only with the demise of Maoist radicalism in 1976, that male and female
scholars in both China and the west began to question the success of the socialist revolution in
elevating women to an equal economic and psychological footing with men, and thereby realise the
existence and achievements of learned women of previous eras.78 In the last twentyfive years or so,
modern scholars have ‘rescued’ literate women of the imperial era from the ‘enlightenment’ of the May
Fourth period and the dismissive idealisations of Mao's Communist Party. They have demonstrated
how a substantial body of femaleauthored writing – poetry, drama, ballads, religious scriptures,
essays, criticism and fiction – was published, and that some female poets even enjoyed
contemporaneous public recognition for their work.79 This is an ongoing process, which aims to
evaluate the complications and complexities of women's lives in pretwentiethcentury China, not only
those female writers like Wang Zhaoyuan who profited from the opportunities awarded intellectual
women but also those who had to endure the constraints that inhibited their equal access to and
participation in the learned culture of their day.
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